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Variations of Formative Assessment 

Parents and teachers have become concerned about the amount of testing occurring 

in the classroom. Lawmakers have passed laws about the time involved in assess-

ment. Usually, what people are referring to is time for high stakes testing. Infor-

mation from high stakes tests is useful for changes in “curriculum content, curricular 

sequencing, curriculum delivery, and enhancements of individual classroom test 

items  (Ainsworth and Viegut (2006), p. 2). High stakes tests are one form of sum-

mative assessments. 

There are different definitions of formative and summative assessment used by dif-

ferent authors. Ainsworth and Viegut refer to large-scale summative assessment as 

large-scale external assessments. “Classroom summative” assessment is used to refer 

to  summative assessments given by teachers. “Common summative” assessment is 

used to refer to assessments “collaboratively designed by a grade-level or department 

team that are administered to students by each participating teacher periodically” … 

and scored collaboratively (p. 2, 23-24),. “Classroom formative” assessment is used 

to refer to assessments that are not graded (p.23). Classroom formative assessments 

assist teachers with determining what students already know, deciding changes dur-

ing instruction, creating lessons, and helping students set goals for improvement.  

Classroom formative assessment 

Classroom formative assessment is an integral part of daily instruction and learning. 

Teachers need to know if students are learning what has been taught. Teachers may 

determine students learning as the students complete a practice sheet or an exit ticket. 

If students learned everything that teachers taught, we would not need gradebooks 

(attributed to Wiliam, D., 2011). We would only need strong curriculum. Classroom 

formative assessment assists teachers with differentiation and informs students 

“about continuous improvements in their achievement” (Ainsworth and Viegut, 

p.26).  

Teachers need to assess student learning informally every day. They need to know if 

they need to rephrase instruction so that students have a clearer understanding or if 

they need to give more or less practice of a concept. Waiting for two to three weeks 

for the end of a unit before assessing student needs may compound students’ lack of 

understanding and hence, learning.  

Students benefit from feedback that is “frequent, specific, and accurate” (Ainsworth 

and Viegut (2006), p. ix). Teachers need to provide feedback that links standards, 

curriculum, and assessment with precision (p.x). Effective classroom formative as-

sessment is an instructional strategy that teachers learn through effective professional 

development and through continuous practice in the classroom.   
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Teaching for understanding 

As students learn, they move from not knowing to knowing to understanding. Formative classroom assess-

ment is needed to determine the instruction and practice that students need will vary depending upon where 

they are on this pathway. The difference between knowing and understanding is that a student knows some-

thing when they can show evidence of knowledge on demand. Students who have understanding are able to 

apply, analyze and use the knowledge in a new context (Blythe (1998), p. 12. Intuitively, teachers know this 

distinction. Classroom formative assessment is a way for teachers to consciously assess where students are 

on this pathway.     

For teachers to move beyond classroom formative assessment that  only assesses knowledge, classroom tasks 

need to be more performance oriented.  Performances of understanding build students’ understanding and 

challenge students’ misconceptions about a  topic. In performances of understanding students must demon-

strate their understanding in an observable way. Students’ thinking must be visible. Activities that would not  

be performance of understanding would include writing memorized definitions, answering questions with 

facts from a textbook, following teacher directions for conducting an experiment, or a multiple choice test. 

The accomplishment of the performance task should include feedback from the teacher before completion 

and students should have the opportunity to revise their work. When students first learn a new topic their 

thinking is fuzzy. Through revision the student refines his thinking, corrects errors, clarifies distinctions, and 

adds to his knowledge base (Marzano, 2007, p. 63). Coaching by the teacher encourages the student to con-

tinually examine the accuracy of his concepts.  

Classroom feedback may come from the teacher, peers or from self-evaluation.  There should be assessment 

criteria associated with the task. These criteria may be provided by the teacher or the teacher and students 

may collaboratively develop the criteria (Blythe, p. 22). 

Classroom Examples 

A social studies question for understanding might be, “ How is the Boston Tea Party similar to and different 

from other historical protests and why?” (Blythe, p. 20). There will be students who know facts about the 

Boston Tea Party and about another historical protest but who cannot independently relate the Boston Tea 

Party to another protest of their choice. Formative classroom assessment guides the teacher in providing in-

struction for the student who does not know facts about the Boston Tea Party to learn about the Boston Tea 

party. Formative classroom assessment also guides the teacher in providing instruction for the student who 

does know facts about the Boston Tea Party to connect those facts to another protest. Research has shown 

that student achievement increases when students are asked to identify similarities and differences (Marzano, 

p. 64). 

In science, for students to demonstrate their understanding of how light and images are affected as they pass 

through lenses, students may do the following  performance task (Blythe, p. 64) 

 Experiment with a collection of concave and convex lenses and a flashlight 

 Experiment to find combinations of lenses that act like a magnifying glass, telephoto lens, and a wide-

angle lens 

 Draw diagrams to illustrate how light travels through combinations of lenses 
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In ELA, if students are asked to write a paper that summarizes the main points of a chapter in the text 

with important details, students are demonstrating knowledge of the topic. If they are asked to take a 

point of view and defend that point of view with evidence and arguments, then the paper becomes a 

performance of understanding (Blythe, p. 68).    

Blythe (p. 55-56) compares academic learning to learning how to drive a car. Someone who thor-

oughly reads how to drive, watches videos on how to drive, and attentively listens to an expert on 

driving may know the skills needed to drive a car. However, if that person were to attempt the road 

test without practicing actually driving a car, they probably would not pass the road test. Before tak-

ing the road test, drivers need to “apply that knowledge in a variety of situations with guidance from a 

knowledgeable coach” (p.56) It is through the application of knowledge that the driver will develop 

understanding about driving.  

The person who is learning to drive needs some knowledge before getting behind the wheel. The stu-

dent driver then needs to learn how to put that knowledge into practice both by driving and by getting 

appropriate feedback from a coach who is observing the performance of the task of driving. During 

this phase of learning to drive, there is no passing or failing.  The task may be broken into a series of 

components that need to be learned. The student driver is coached on each component. However, the 

practice does lead to a test with a pass or fail grade. A similar process should be associated with the 

academic performance task.. Students need basic knowledge but they need to use that knowledge in 

different situations. The task may broken into the components and the student is coached on each 

component without a grade. When all of the components are put together, the final submission may 

be graded just as the student driver eventually receives a pass/fail grade.  

Classroom formative assessment is a teaching strategy that increases student achievement. It may be a 

strategy that teachers need to focus on to become proficient at using  regularly in the classroom.  
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